Read: Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:

- Questioning ideas
- Clarifying concepts
- Summarizing information
- Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions

Beyond Civil Rights, 1966-1973

What was the major question that African American and then other minority groups, asked themselves by 1965:

Explain Black Nationalism:

What was the Nation of Islam’s role in this movement?

What was the major belief of Malcolm X and how did this differ from Martin Luther King?

How and why did these beliefs moderate over time?

What was the basis of the Black Power movement? What was their core belief?

Why was Poverty a new focus by 1965?

How did the Black Panther Party fit into Black Power?

What were some of its core beliefs?
How did this movement spread to Puerto Ricans?

As African American populations increased what was the “**New Urban Political Reality**”:

Explain the background and impact of the numerous **Urban Riots** that took place in places like Harlem, Watts, and Detroit:

- **Background:**

- **Facts:**

- **Impact:**

What were the findings in the **Kerner Report**?

How did Martin Luther King’s tactics and focus change by the late 1960’s?

Why was 1968 such a divisive year?

Who was **Cesar Chavez** and what was the goal of the **United Farm Workers**?

- What were some of his tactics?

What were some of the causes focused on by Chicano political groups?

What was the goal of the **American Indian Movement**?

Why were their tactics controversial?

What did the Chicano and American Indian movement have in common with the black freedom movement?